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BENEFITS
INDOOR
VERTICAL

High-tech farming is a fast-growing,
POSITIVE
INVESTMENT essential industry providing both commercial
success and a strong social impact.
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STEADY, LOCAL JOBS

Indoor farms provide year-round
job security with no reliance on
seasonal or migratory workers.
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FOOD SAFETY

High degree of automation
means risks to workers and
crops significantly reduced.
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STRENGTHEN LOCAL
COMMUNITIES

Hyper-local production
supports local economies
instead of sending work and
revenue across regional or
international borders.
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RENEWABLE
ENERGY SOURCES

Use of renewable energy sources
reduces impact from emissions
throughout the supply chain.
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Predictable, stable yields produce almost
8 times more than traditional agriculture,
leaving cities food-secure no matter the
social or environmental conditions.

FOOD
SECURITY
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Access to an uninterrupted
supply of fresh food means
consumers can trust in
exactly where their food is
coming from and what
process it has been through
to reach them.

MULTIPLE
HARVESTS

Indoor vertical farms can
harvest up to 30 times a year.
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RELIABLE
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NO CHEMICALS, PESTS,
OR DISEASES

In a controlled environment,
produce doesn’t need pesticides,
herbicides, or fungicides and is
protected from environmental
disasters.

SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION

Indoor vertical farming
efficiently uses resources
without degrading already
fragile topsoil and water
supplies.
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LAND & WATER
CONSERVATION

Indoor vertical farming uses 90% less
land and 95% less water than
traditional agriculture.
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Traditionally-grown produce
can lose up to 50% of its
INCREASED
nutritional value while produce
NUTRITION
from indoor vertical farms
retains most of its nutrients.

DECREASED
FOOD MILES

While the average
produce travels 2,400km
to consumers, indoor
vertical farms can be built
close to the consumer
base, no matter the land
or weather conditions.
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LONGEVITY
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CHANGING
HABITS

Consumers are adopting
healthier, more sustainable
food choices and food from far
away is no longer considered
wise or safe.

Produce from indoor vertical farms lasts
twice as long, saving 40-50% of fresh
produce from waste.
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